Dear Michael Moore,
I salute you from The Netherlands
I have been following American politics since 1960
That may sound strange, since I was only 10 years old at the time
I was intrigued by the Kennedy-Nixon debates!
At the age of 16 at school I held some documented discourses about JFK
In other words: I have a special place in heart and mind for America
In the past the USA made surely some serious errors in its foreign policy
But paramount is of course its commitment in WW I and WW II
You liberated Europe , lead by FDR (and Winston)
It truly hurts me and us to see how America is being divided by this White House Occupant,
this psychoclown.
And how he is trying to tear down the framework of international relations, that has given us
peace for more than 70 years
We must delete this mobster; when it talks like a mobster, when it walks like a mobster,
when it looks like a mobster, when it chairs a "cabinet"meeting like a mobster, its a mobster
At the same time I am happy and impressed to see (again) how the system is closing in on
him; meaning mainly the press right now (as it did in the seventies)
As I am also aware, that the institutions in your country are strong, based on a paramount
sense for democracy by the American people, throughout your Constitution
Nevertheless we always need to remember history, also the recent one, such as the Weimar
Republic (that had no democratic tradition......) in Germany
What does it take for the cowardly republicans to get some balls??!!
Read the book by JFK , I would suggest to them
http://www.hebtudatook.nl/hudo/h/739/0/5039/Gedichten-van-JeVeBe-----A/GedichtjesJeVeBe--6We have great respect for you, Michael Moore
Let us go on watching over eachother; much easier today in 2018
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK AND LET US MAKE THIS DANGEROUS CLOWN IRRELEVANT
Certainly one advantage

Met warmhartige groet
Jan van Boxsel

